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Abstract—Full-duplex (FD) systems gained enormous attention
because of the potential to double the spectral efficiency. In the
context of 5G technology, FD systems operating at millimeter-
wave (mmWave) frequencies become one of the most promising
solutions to further increase the spectral efficiency and reduce
the latency. However, such systems are vulnerable to the self-
interference (SI) that significantly degrades the performance. To
overcome this shortcoming, analog-only beamforming techniques
have been developed to mitigate the SI. Because of the huge
power consumption, systems operating at mmWave frequencies
beamform the power by only tuning the phase shifters while
maintaining constant amplitudes. Such a hardware constraint,
known as the constant amplitude (CA) constraint, severely limits
the system performance. In this work, we propose a digital and
analog hybrid beamforming design that completely eliminates
the SI while substantially minimizing the losses imposed by the
CA constraint. Further, we develop a fully-digital beamforming
design and derive the upper bound for the spectral efficiency as
benchmarking tools to quantify the losses of our proposed hybrid
design.

Index Terms—Constant amplitude constraint, full-duplex, hy-
brid beamforming, millimeter waves, self-interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the exponential growth of the number of mobile users,
cellular network systems operating in microwave and sub-
6-GHz bands reached a bottleneck mainly because of the
limited available bandwidth. The capacity of the conventional
network becomes limited and is unable to support the current
and future generation network which is known to be ultra
densified. Such conventional systems also suffer from long
latency during the uplink and downlink resource allocations
and the initial channel access. Fortunately, millimeter-wave
(mmWave) technologies have been emerging as a promising
solution to address the aforementioned limitations. MmWave
technologies are characterized by huge available bandwidth
that covers from 28 to 300 GHz. In addition, they have been
introduced to densify the cellular system, increase the spectral
efficiency, reduce the latency, and improve the network scal-
ability. Furthermore, mmWave-based commercial standards
and products have been developed, such as IEEE 802.11 ad
wireless gigabit alliance (WiGig), 5G modem, 5G new radio
(NR), and mmWave prototype [1], [2].

To further improve the spectral efficiency, full-duplex (FD)
systems have been introduced in the context of mmWave

technologies. It has been shown that FD systems have the po-
tential to increase and double the spectral efficiency compared
to the conventional half-duplex systems [3]–[9]. However,
FD systems suffer from the self-interference (SI), since the
transceiver transmits and receives in the same frequency band.
Without an appropriate SI cancellation, FD systems experience
severe losses that significantly reduce the spectral efficiency.

Different techniques for SI cancellation have been intro-
duced, such as antenna separation, isolation, polarization,
directional antennas, or antenna placement to create null space
at the receiving (RX) arrays [10]. These methods depend
on the physical architecture of the system. For example,
antenna separation can achieve significant SI reduction when
the transmitting (TX) and receiving arrays are not collocated.
Such technique is not recommended for small devices since
the TX and RX arrays cannot be sufficiently separated. More-
over, SI cancellation can be realized by analog and digital
cancelling circuits. For example, the QHx220 chip requires
the knowledge of the transmitted SI, tunes its phases and
magnitudes to match the received SI signal, and subtracts
the reconstructed signal from the received SI [11]. This chip
can suppress about 20 dB of the received SI power. Another
technique, known as tapped delay lines (TDL), is proposed to
predict the SI channels using attenuators and variable delays.
However, such a circuit has to be properly tweaked to estimate
the SI channel [12]. Even though TDL can suppress about 45
dB of the SI power, it is very complex to implement in multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) FD systems since the analog
circuit cannot properly scale with the increasing number of
antennas. To overcome this problem, a spatial suppression
technique has been proposed to mitigate the SI for MIMO FD
system [13]. Such a technique leverages the available degrees
of freedom (DoFs) from the multiple antennas to cancel the
SI, while maintaining an acceptable multiplexing gain. In
particular, the analog beamforming technique requires only
the implementation of the phase shifters, while the amplitudes
have to be kept constant due to the huge power consumption
of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), digital-to-analog
converter (DAC), phase shifters, and RF chain operating at
mmWave frequencies.

In this work, we consider a two-node FD system with
multiple spatial streams and bidirectional links while assuming
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a hybrid architecture for each FD node. A modified version
of the zero-forcing (ZF) max-power algorithm is proposed to
design the beamformers to minimize the SI and maintain the
losses imposed by the CA constraint at an acceptable level.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
description of the system and channel models. Fully-digital
and hybrid beamforming designs are presented in Sections III
and IV, respectively. Numerical results along with the discus-
sion and analysis are detailed in Section V, while concluding
remarks are given in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

The architecture of the proposed hybrid two-node FD net-
work is presented in Fig. 1, where each node is equipped
with TX and RX antenna arrays, with multiple data streams
supported in each direction. The combined received symbol at
node u transmitted from node v is given by

yu =
√
ρuW∗

uHvuFvsv +
√
τuW∗

uHuuFusu + W∗
unu (1)

Here, Wu and Fv (u, v ∈ {1, 2}) are the fully-digital combiner
and precoder matrices of dimensions Nr,u×Ns and Nt,v×Ns,
respectively, with Nr,u and Nt,v being the number of RX and
TX antennas at nodes u and v, respectively, and Ns being the
number of spatial streams. In (1), ρu is the received power,
τu is received SI power, and nu is the noise. The subscript u
denotes parameters at node u. Moreover, Huv is the channel
from node v to node u, Huu is the SI channel at node u,
and sv is the transmit symbol at node v. Note that (·)∗ is the
Hermitian operator.

A. Channel Model
The stream from the TX node u to the RX node v is

described by the channel matrix Huv with u, v ∈ {1, 2}.
To model channel Huv , we adopt the geometric model based
on the clusters and rays to capture the features of mmWave
channel

Huv =

√
Nt,uNr,v
NclNray

Ncl∑
k=1

Nray∑
`=1

αk,`aRX(φ
v
k,`, θ

v
k,`)a

∗
TX(φ

u
k,`, θ

u
k,`)

(2)
where Ncl and Nray denote the number of clusters and rays,
respectively, αk,` is the complex gain of the `th ray in the
kth cluster, and at and ar are the antenna array steering and
response vectors at TX and RX, respectively, evaluated at the
angle of departure (AoD) (φuk,`, θ

u
k,`) at the TX node u and at

the angle of arrival (AoA) (φvk,`, θ
v
k,`) at the RX node v. In this

channel model, we assume a uniform rectangular array (URA)
of N ×M dimensions where the array response is given by

a(φ, θ) =
1√
NM

[
1, . . . , ej

2π
λ [pdh sinφ sin θ+qdv cos θ], . . .

, ej
2π
λ [(M−1)dh sinφ sin θ+(N−1)dv cos θ]

]T (3)

where φ and θ are the azimuth and elevation angles, M and
N are the horizontal and vertical dimensions, λ is the signal
wavelength, dh and dv are the antenna spacing in horizontal
and vertical dimensions, respectively, 0 ≤ p ≤ M − 1 and
0 ≤ q ≤ N − 1 are the antenna indices in the 2D plane.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a hybrid two-node FD network.

B. Self-Interference Channel Model

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the SI leakage at node u is modeled
by the channel matrix Huu, which is decomposed into line-
of-sight (LOS) component modeled by H(u)

los and non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) leakage described by H(u)

nlos which is a random
complex Gaussian matrix. The LOS SI leakage matrix at node
u can be written as

[H(u)
los ]pq =

1

d
(u)
pq

e−j2π
d
(u)
pq
λ (4)

where d
(u)
pq is the distance between the p-th antenna in the

TX array and q-th antenna in the RX array at node u. The
aggregate SI channel Huu can be obtained by

Huu =

√
κ

κ+ 1
H(u)

los +

√
1

κ+ 1
H(u)

nlos (5)

where κ is the Rician factor.
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Fig. 2. Relative position of TX and RX arrays at FD node u. Given that
the TX and RX arrays are collocated, the far-field assumption that the signal
impinges on the antenna array as a planar wave does not hold. Instead, for
FD transceivers, it is more suitable to assume that the signal impinges on the
array as a spherical wave for the near-field LOS channel.



III. FULLY-DIGITAL BEAMFORMING DESIGN

Treating SI as noise, the sum rate of this network can be
written as

IDigital = log det

(
INs +

ρ1
Ns

T−1
1 (W∗

1H21F2)(W∗
1H21F2)

∗
)

+ log det

(
INs +

ρ2
Ns

T−1
2 (W∗

2H12F1)(W∗
2H12F1)

∗
)
(6)

where Tu is the interference-plus-noise autocovariance matrix
at node u given by

Tu = σ2
uW∗

uWu + τu(W∗
uHuuFu)(W∗

uHuuFu)∗ (7)

where σ2
u is the noise variance given by

σ2
u[dBm] = −173.8 + 10 log10(Bandwidth). (8)

The design of the beamformers is based on the ZF-Max-Power
to cancel the SI and maximize the rate (6). The resulting
problem is

P1 : max
Fu, Wu

IDigital (9)

s.t. ‖Fu‖2F = ‖Wu‖2F = Ns, u ∈ {1, 2} (10)

W∗
1H11F1 = W∗

2H22F2 = 0 (11)

where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. In the first step, we keep the
digital precoders constant and solve for the digital combiners
subject to the constraints (10) and (11). The maximization with
respect to W1 and W2 is written as

max
W1

‖W∗
1H21F2‖2F s.t. ‖W1‖2F = Ns, W∗

1H11F1 = 0 (12)

max
W2

‖W∗
2H12F1‖2F s.t. ‖W2‖2F = Ns, W∗

2H22F2 = 0. (13)

In the next step, we optimize the digital precoders while
keeping the optimal digital combiners to their recent forms.
This is translated into

max
F1

‖F∗
1H∗

12W2‖2F s.t. ‖F1‖2F = Ns, F∗
1H∗

11W1 = 0 (14)

max
F2

‖F∗
2H∗

21W1‖2F s.t. ‖F2‖2F = Ns, F∗
2H∗

22W2 = 0. (15)

These four sub-problems share the same form and can be
reformulated as

max
z
|z∗β|2 s.t. z∗α = 0. (16)

Here, z is a column vector of the precoder or combiner matrix,
β depends on the precoded or combined channel, and α defines
the ZF null space.

The general form of the solution to the generic problem
(16) is

z =

(
I− αα∗

‖α‖2

)
β (17)

where I is an identity matrix. In the ZF cyclic maximization,
vector z is first solved using (17). It is then updated iteratively

by replacing vector β by the recent value of z. For the n-th
iteration, vector z is updated as

z(n) =

(
I− αα∗

‖α‖2

)
z(n−1). (18)

Note that the design of the optimal digital beamformers is
useful as a benchmarking tool to compare with the proposed
hybrid beamforming design. In the next sections, we will
consider the design of the analog and digital beamformers sep-
arately without the need for the optimal digital beamforming
design obtained in this section.

IV. PROPOSED HYBRID BEAMFORMING DESIGN

The above two nested cyclic optimizations yield the best
column vector of the precoder and combiner matrices. Ba-
sically, such processes will be repeated for all the column
vectors to design the precoder and combiner matrices.

A. Analog Beamforming Design

The analog beamforming design is based on maximizing
the sum rate and cancelling the SI. In the analog domain, the
sum rate (cost function) is given by

IAnalog = log det

(
INRF +

ρ1
NRF

T−1
1 H21H∗

21

)
+ log det

(
INRF +

ρ2
NRF

T−1
2 H12H∗

12

) (19)

where NRF is the number of RF chains, Hvu =
W∗

RF,uHvuFRF,v is the effective channel and Tu is given by

Tu = σ2
uW∗

RF,uWRF,u + τuHuuH∗
uu. (20)

To maximize the cost function (19), the optimization problem
is defined as follows

P2 : max
FRF,u, WRF,u

IAnalog (21)

s.t. ‖FRF,u‖2F = ‖WRF,u‖2F = NRF, u ∈ {1, 2} (22)

W∗
RF,1H11FRF,1 = W∗

RF,2H22FRF,2 = 0. (23)

Similar to the optimization problem constructed for the opti-
mal digital beamformers, in the first step, we hold the analog
precoders fixed and optimize the analog combiners.

max
WRF,1

‖H21‖2F s.t. ‖WRF,1‖2F = NRF, H11 = 0 (24)

max
WRF,2

‖H12‖2F s.t. ‖WRF,2‖2F = NRF, H22 = 0. (25)

Then, we keep the recent forms of the analog combiners and
optimize the analog precoders

max
FRF,1
‖H∗

12‖2F s.t. ‖FRF,1‖2F = NRF, H∗
11 = 0 (26)

max
FRF,2
‖H∗

21‖2F s.t. ‖FRF,2‖2F = NRF, H∗
22 = 0. (27)



The analog beamformers must also satisfy the CA constraint,
where each of the entries of the matrices FRF,1, FRF,2, WRF,1,
and WRF,2 has a constant amplitude that equals to the inverse
of the square root of the dimension of the corresponding
matrix, such as

[FRF,u]m,n =
[FRF,u]m,n√

Nt,uNRF|[FRF,u]m,n|
(28)

[WRF,u]m,n =
[WRF,u]m,n√

Nr,uNRF|[WRF,u]m,n|
. (29)

Thereby, each entry of the precoding and combining matrices
has the following form

[FRF,u]m,n =
ejθmn√
Nt,uNRF

(30)

[WRF,u]m,n =
ejφmn√
Nr,uNRF

(31)

where θmn, and φmn are drawn from the feasible set of the
phased shifters.

To fulfill the constraints, an outer iterative loop correspond-
ing to the ZF cycle is performed to cancel the interference. For
each outer iteration, an inner loop is conducted to maximize
the sum rate (cost function in analog domain) and satisfy the
CA constraint. These two nested loops should be run for each
sub-problem (24)-(27) to find the optimal analog precoders
and combiners that maximize the rate, cancel the interference,
and satisfy the CA constraint.

The sub-problems share the same generic form as

z =

(
I− αα∗

‖α‖2

)
β, z ∈ CN (32)

where CN is the CA subspace and N is the subspace dimen-
sion, which in this case is the number of antennas at TX (if
z is a column vector of the precoder matrix) or RX (if z is
a column vector of the combiner matrix). The objective is to
seek a vector z that simultaneously maximizes the receiving
power and minimizes the SI power. One way to solve such a
problem is to apply the alternating projection method to find
the solution vector z [14]. In particular, we will construct two
nested optimization processes where the first cycle involves
projection onto the ZF null space to satisfy the ZF constraint
and the second cycle consists of projecting the vector onto the
CA subspace CN .

B. Digital Beamforming Design

The objective of designing the digital beamformers is to
further maximize the sum rate (cost function) to compensate
for the performance loss introduced by the CA constraint in
the analog domain and manage the interference caused by the
multiple spatial streams. Note that the SI cancellation takes
place only in the analog domain. In the hybrid domain, the
sum rate can be expressed as

IHybrid = log det

(
INs +

ρ1
Ns

T
−1

1 H21H
∗
21

)
+ log det

(
INs +

ρ2
Ns

T
−1

2 H12H
∗
12

) (33)

where Hvu = W∗
BB,uHvuFBB,v , with WBB,u being the digital

combiner at node u and FBB,v being the digital precoder at
node v, and Tu is given by

Tu = σ2
uW∗

BB,uW∗
RF,uWRF,uWBB,u + τuHuuH

∗
uu. (34)

To maximize the cost function (33), the corresponding opti-
mization problem is defined to find the best digital beamform-
ers as

P3 : max
FBB,u, WBB,u

IHybrid (35)

s.t. ‖FBB,u‖2F = ‖WBB,u‖2F = Ns. (36)

The optimization process consists of two steps. The first step
is to keep the digital precoders fixed and optimize the digital
combiners as

max
WBB,1

‖H21‖2F s.t. ‖WBB,1‖2F = Ns (37)

max
WBB,2

‖H12‖2F s.t. ‖WBB,2‖2F = Ns. (38)

This results in the optimal digital combiners given by

WBB,1 =
W∗

RF,1H21FRF,2FBB,2

‖W∗
RF,1H21FRF,2FBB,2‖F

(39)

WBB,2 =
W∗

RF,2H12FRF,1FBB,1

‖W∗
RF,2H12FRF,1FBB,1‖F

. (40)

The second step is to keep the optimal digital combiners found
by (39) and (40) and optimize the digital precoders as

max
FBB,2
‖H

∗
21‖2F s.t. ‖FBB,2‖2F = Ns (41)

max
FBB,1
‖H

∗
12‖2F s.t. ‖FBB,1‖2F = Ns. (42)

This results in the optimal digital precoders given by

FBB,1 =
F∗

RF,1H∗
12WRF,2WBB,2

‖F∗
RF,1H∗

12WRF,2WBB,2‖F
(43)

FBB,2 =
F∗

RF,2H∗
21WRF,1WBB,1

‖F∗
RF,2H∗

21WRF,1WBB,1‖F
. (44)

An iterative process is performed to update (39), (40), (43),
and (44) until the cost function (33) is maximized or becomes
constant.



C. Upper Bound

For the interference-free scenario, the optimal-capacity-
achieving beamformers diagonalize the channel. By perform-
ing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix Huv ,
we retrieve its singular values in descending order. This yields
Ns parallel sub-channels where the n-th sub-channel gain is
given by the n-th singular value λn(Huv). The upper bound
of the sum rate is then given as

IBound =

Ns∑
n=1

log

(
1 +

ρ1
Nsσ2

1

λn(H21)
2

)

+

Ns∑
n=1

log

(
1 +

ρ2
Nsσ2

2

λn(H12)
2

)
.

(45)

It should be noted that such an upper bound cannot be achieved
as the SI is not considered and a perfect feedback of the
SVD precoders is assumed. However, it can be used as a tool
to benchmark the proposed hybrid beamforming design and
quantify the losses and limitations of the proposed technique.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss numerical results of the proposed
system along with the analysis and comparisons with the
existing work. For all cases, the simulations are validated with
1000 Monte Carlo iterations. First, we generate the channel
realizations as well as SI channels. Next, we construct the
precoders and combiners in the analog and digital domains
for the hybrid architecture. For the analog-only architecture,
we only need to design the analog beamformers and as a
target performance, we can evaluate the statistics of the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) to get engineering in-
sights into such a physical architecture. Finally, we evaluate
the spectral efficiency with to various system parameters,
which are summarized in TABLE I.

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of the proposed system
at different settings. We clearly observe that the performance
is substantially improved with the increase of the spatial
streams and the number of RF chains. This is explained by the
fact that these parameters improve the system resolution and
increase the number DoFs. The DoFs are mainly observed
at high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) where the configuration
Ns = 2, NRF = 4 achieves better multiplexing gain compared
to the configuration Ns = 1, NRF = 2. At the low SNR, we
observe that the system achieves relatively better results for
lower number of spatial streams. In fact, the performance is
affected by the interference caused by the multiple streams
and hence the per-stream-rate is degraded at low power regime
where the interference dominates. As the SNR increases, the
signal power increases and dominates the multiple streams
interference whose effect is mitigated by digital precoding and
combining. Moreover, the loss incurred by the CA constraint
is observed to be around 1 to 2 bps/Hz and this gap seems to
be irreducible and independent to the system settings (this gap
is the same for the two configurations). In addition, the perfor-
mance for SVD precoding and minimum mean squared error

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Carrier frequency 28 GHz Bandwidth 850 MHz
TX antennas 16 RX antennas 16
Number of clusters 6 Number of rays 8
Angular spread 20◦ Transceivers gap (d) 2λ
Transceivers incline (ω) π

6
Rician factor 5 dB

SI power (τ ) 30 dB Antenna separation λ
2

Spatial streams (Ns) 2 RF chains (NRF) 4
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Fig. 3. Sum rate performance of different systems. Comparisons are made
between the upper bound, fully-digital, and hybrid beamforming designs,
to illustrate the effects of the number of spatial streams and RF chains.
Interference identified by the low signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR) region are
caused by the multiple spatial streams. The short-dashed blue curve is obtained
by SVD precoding and MMSE combining.

(MMSE) combining is highly degraded by the SI compared to
the proposed system. In fact, this method completely ignores
the interference, which results in beamformers that are not
necessarily orthogonal to the ZF subspace. Consequently, the
system is highly affected by the SI, leading to a poor spectral
efficiency.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance comparison between the
proposed design and the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
and greedy hybrid precoding schemes. For the latter two
schemes, we perform the fully-digital beamformers detailed
in Section II and split the fully-digital solution into analog
and digital beamformers. It is clear from the figure that
the performances achieved by these schemes are poor since
the decomposition violates the ZF constraint which induces
severe loss to the spectral efficiency. The impact of the phase
quantization on the system is also considered. From Fig. 4,
the performance improves with higher order quantization.

Fig. 5 provides the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the SINR for different numbers of antennas and for two
SNR values (0 and 10 dB). We observe that the performance
of the proposed system abruptly changes and saturates around
0 and 10 dB of SINR which exactly corresponds to the
SNR values considered in this scenario. This result is very



important as the receiving SNR coincides with the SINR and
this shows that the proposed design completely eliminates the
interference, thanks to the ZF constraint. The beamforming
design known as the lower bound MMSE [15] is reproduced
at an SNR of 10 dB. It is observed that at this SNR value,
the lower bound MMSE performance is shifted to the left side
relative to the proposed design and it saturates at around 4 dB.
This shows that the design in [15] achieves around 24 dB of
SI reduction while a residual SI of 6 dB margin is left, which
limits the system performance.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the proposed hybrid beamforming design with greedy
and OMP hybrid precoding schemes. We consider the proposed design without
and with quantization of 6 and 4 bits.
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SNR. In this simulation, we assume the same number of TX and RX antennas
Na. The lower bound MMSE performance is simulated with Na = 64 [15].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a modified version of the ZF
max-power algorithm to design the hybrid beamformers for

a bidirectional two-node FD system. We showed that the
proposed design completely eliminates the SI power thanks to
the ZF constraint, which outperforms the lower bound MMSE,
OMP, and greedy hybrid precoding. Unlike the previous
works, our algorithm provides an efficient beamforming design
that minimizes the rate losses due to the CA constraint using
the alternating projection method. Although the FD beamform-
ing design is very challenging for wideband systems, such
models deserve careful investigation for future 5G research as
mmWave channels are generally frequency-selective.
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